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The standard orthography of Kabiye (Togo) does not mark tone. In such a
context, how can a researcher adequately assess the degree of ambiguity
in the written language and make a valid contribution to the debate about
how tone might be incorporated in the second generation of language
development? This article approaches that question, not from the perspective
of phonological analysis which has tended to dominate the literature, but
from the point of view of the linguistics of writing. Applying Catach’s (1984)
model of lexical ambiguity to Kabiye, it advocates the development of a
homograph corpus in which words, roots and affixes are included or excluded
on the basis of semantic, morphological and dialectal criteria. A homographic
prefix with pronominal, negative and immediative interpretations illustrates
how the homograph corpus is then applied to a frequency and distribution
analysis of ambiguity in natural written contexts, and an analysis of oral
reading errors in the classroom. A dictation task reveals that participants
who were taught a segmental modification of the negative prefix write with
greater accuracy than participants who were taught to add tone diacritics.
Keywords: homography, written ambiguity, tone orthography, African
Languages, Kabiye

1. Introduction
This article is a contribution to the debate about how tone should be
represented in newly emerging orthographies. It approaches the question,
not from the perspective of phonological analysis that tended to dominate
the early literature (Gudschinsky 1959; Pike 1948; Wiesemann & Tadadjeu
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1979), but from the point of view of the linguistics of writing, specifically
adapting a model of written lexical ambiguity that Catach (1984)
developed to explain ambiguity in the French orthography. The article
describes the development of a homograph corpus as a preliminary step,
and then goes on to illustrate its application in an analysis of ambiguity in
natural texts and an analysis of oral reading performance, concluding with
a proposal that was tested in a quantitative experiment.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is an overview of recent
tone orthography research. Section 3 describes the literacy context, the
various orthographic representations that exist in Kabiye and the specific
grapheme-phoneme correspondences in the standard orthography. Section
4 presents Catach’s model of lexical ambiguity, introducing eight “WritingSpeech-Meaning (WSM) relationships” that are illustrated with Kabiye
data. Section 5 explains how the homograph corpus was built, including or
excluding words, roots and affixes on the basis of semantic, morphological
and dialectal criteria. Section 6 shows how the homograph corpus can be
applied with a case study – a homographic prefix that has pronominal,
negative or immediative meanings. After discussing ambiguity in whole
words (6.1), the prefix is examined in a frequency and distribution analysis
(6.2) and an analysis of oral reading errors (6.3). Section 6.4 proposes
a way of disambiguating the negative prefix, and reports on a further
classroom experiment testing this. Section 7 concludes by advocating the
building of a homograph corpus as a starting point for assessing the degree
of ambiguity in the orthography of a tone language.

2. Tone orthography research in the 21st century
Let’s begin with the broader picture: an overview of recent tone
orthography research, starting with Steven Bird’s watershed experiment at
the turn of the millennium, and assessing what progress has been made in
the fifteen years since its publication.1
This survey of tone orthography research does not include unpublished research such
as manuscripts, conference papers or dissertations. Neither does it include brief sections
in published articles devoted to individual languages. If the focus is largely on Africa,
it is because by far the majority of published research on tone orthography currently
comes out of that continent. A similar point can be made about the preponderance of
contributions from one organization (SIL).

1
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By any measure, Bird’s (1999b) classroom experiment in Dschang, a
Grassfields language of Cameroon, and the two accompanying articles
(1999a, 2001), were groundbreaking. The experiment presents objective
evidence that an existing tone orthography for an African tone language
actually hinders fluent reading and writing (1999b:84). Let’s note a few
examples of how the more recent literature has taken up some of the
themes Bird was among the first to espouse.
Bird discusses the Dschang experiment within a cross-disciplinary
framework. He borrows the concept of orthographic depth from the
cognitive psychology of reading (Katz & Frost 1992) and compares it to
what he terms the “depth” of tone systems, i.e. the extent to which the
tonal forms of morphemes diverge when placed in context (Bird 1999b:
103). Recently, Snider (2014) has explored the same theme with particular
reference to lexical and post-lexical processes in the framework of Lexical
Phonology, a distinction that Bird only mentions in passing (1999b:
106; 2001:135). Snider argues persuasively in favor of representing the
output of the lexical phonology, and leaving post-lexical tonal processes
out of the picture, since mother-tongue speakers are largely unaware
of them, a position with which others concur (Roberts 2013; Roberts et
al. 2015). Kutsch Lojenga (2014) also picks up on the concept of deep
and shallow tone systems (which she terms “moveable” and “stable”)
in her contribution towards establishing a tone system typology and its
implications for orthography development. Anyone wishing to pursue
this theme a step further would do well to return to Bird’s (1999b:101)
concept of tone stability value, i.e. the probability that any syllable bearing
a tone in the isolation form of a word also bears the same tone in phrasal
context. Armed with such a measurement, we need an assessment of
reading performance between languages with varying tone stability values.
However, it should be noted that none of these authors is suggesting
that tone should be written exhaustively, whatever the depth, unless the
functional load of tone is so high that it cannot be avoided.
Bird offers a straightforward method for calculating tone diacritic
density, i.e. the ratio of tone marks to tone bearing units in an orthography
(1999b:89). Roberts (2009) puts this to use in an article discussing Visual
Crowding – another insight from the cognitive psychology of reading.
He questions the logic of developing an orthography that is satisfactory
from a phonologist’s point of view – because it provides a tight one-to-one
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mapping of diacritics to tone – when the result may actually impair the
reading process from a purely visual point of view.
Bird is careful to distinguish between lexical and grammatical tone
errors, concluding that tone marking in Dschang is crucial only for a small
number of grammatical constructions and not for the lexicon at all (1999b:
102). This leads him to discuss the possibility of teaching grammatical tone
with reference to meaning rather than the tones themselves (Bird 1999a:
20-23), a crucial insight that inspired further quantitative experimentation
in Kabiye (Roberts & Walter 2012). This experiment confirms Bird’s
suggestion that languages with grammatical tone might benefit from
grammatical markers in the orthography. Schroeder (2008:38-41) also
advocates this strategy for some Bantu languages.
Bird identified all the tone comprehension errors in the Dschang
zero marked orthography as being grammatical rather than lexical in
nature (1999b:99). However, a recent classroom experiment suggests
that disambiguating at least some lexical tonal minimal pairs would be
profitable in Kabiye (Roberts & Walter submitted). Others warn against
zero marking of lexical tonal minimal pairs in Shona (Kadyamusuma 2012;
Kadyamusuma & Kadenge 2013).
Bird is one of the first to apply statistical methods to a quantitative
classroom experiment, a model that has since been followed in Kom,
another Grassfields language of Cameroon (Bernard et al. 2002),2 and
three times in Kabiye (Roberts et al. 2015; Roberts & Walter submitted;
Roberts & Walter 2012). As yet, we still lack guidelines for those wishing
to undertake such experiments, notwithstanding brief sections in other
works (Schroeder 2008:51-55; Snider 2001:7-8) and a comparative survey
of existing experiments (Roberts 2008b). So two recent working papers
devoted to the subject are particularly welcome (Karan 2013, 2014).
Bird published his research at roughly the same time as the discipline
of language documentation was emerging. This new sub-domain has lent
considerable impetus to orthography research, with three recent books
on the subject all mentioning tone orthography. All of them agree how
varied the functional load of tone can be from language to language, on
a continuum from extremely high to extremely low (Grenoble & Whaley
A preceding quantitative experiment in Kom (Bernard et al. 1995) is a singleparticipant experiment.

2
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2006:149-151; Lüpke 2011:332; Seifart 2006:292). Seifart adds that the real
challenge for orthography development is not with the few languages at
either extreme, but with the majority that are in the middle. To respond to
this, we need better ways of assessing the functional load of tone than are
currently at our disposition.
Bird is never far from the concerns of the classroom. He makes the link
between tone pedagogy and tone orthography, stressing that the two should
always be well matched (1999b:103, 108). Two recent articles pick up
this thread again, both placing an emphasis on classroom observation as
a complement to quantitative analysis, and both advocating the teaching
of tone patterns – rather than individual tones – by means of keywords
(Roberts 2011; Wright 2012).
The early research on tone orthography tends to be dominated by
linguistic concerns, but Bird (2001) places his Dschang research squarely in
the wider Cameroonian socio-political context. (Cahill 2001) takes a similar
approach, describing how the lack of diacritics in the English orthography
influenced the preference for zero tone marking in Ghana. More generally,
Cahill (2014) insists on the paramount importance of non-linguistic factors
in orthography design.
Lastly – and this is particularly relevant for the theme of the current
paper – Bird (1999a:37–38) advocates error analysis of written texts:
We should empirically evaluate any proposed orthography to have an
objective measure of its performance for a range of readers and writers,
with a wide variety of text genres, and undertake meticulous error analysis
to see which words and constructions cause problems in practice. And we
should pay attention to actual (rather than official) practice with a tone
orthography….

This echoes a much earlier plea for error analysis as a viable method for
evaluating tone orthographies (Gudschinsky 1968). But as far as I am
aware, since Bird made this recommendation, the only published papers
to have put it into practice are Hoover’s (2012) analysis of oral reading
errors in Maninka (Guinea), which compares performance between the
Nko and Roman scripts, and four publications which report error analysis
on different aspects of Kabiye (Roberts 2010a, 2010b; Roberts et al. 2015;
Roberts & Walter submitted).
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3. The Kabiye people and their language
3.1. The Kabiye literacy context
Kabiye is a language of the Eastern Gurunsi branch of Gur languages
spoken by about one million people. It is the largest people group in
the north of Togo, and the second largest in the country. Language
development has the tacit political backing of the Kabiye Head of State,
Faure Gnassingbé, as it did more overtly with his father who preceded him.
Kabiye is a language in which new texts are being generated on a daily
basis: the national daily newspaper Togo-Presse has a half-page in Kabiye,
and daily news bulletins are read on national TV and radio. The most
recent initiative is a Kabiye Wikipedia that is currently being monitored in
the Wikimedia incubator.3
As for mother-tongue literacy, it tends to be characterized by rote
learning, with a heavy emphasis on mastering spelling rules rather than
inspiring students to read and write for pleasure. The State education
system offers written Kabiye as an optional exam subject (unfortunately
not beginning until grade 10), and numerous literacy associations
operate in the non-formal sector. By far the most potent force for literacy
promotion is the church, and motivation in general is noticeably higher in
the diaspora communities of the centre and south of Togo than it is in the
northern homeland.
But the reality is that, overall, relatively few Kabiye speakers are
interested in reading their language, and a much smaller sub-set are
motivated enough to write it. Kabiye speakers are at ease in an oral context
that gives precedence to the spoken word and a multilingual context where
any writing that does occur is, as a matter of course, in French, the official
language. Most of those who profess to be literate in Kabiye are simply
not using the written form of the language frequently enough, and in a
sufficiently diverse range of social settings, to become fully proficient. For
further discussion of the needs of non-skilled and skilled readers, see Bird
(1999a:36; 1999b:95).
Literacy specialists and linguists alike often comment – not just about
3

http://incubator.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wp/kbp/Main_Page (accessed 29 August 2015).
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Kabiye, but about tone languages across the continent – that anyone
reading in public has to prepare the text in advance in order to know how
to pronounce the tones, with the inference that tone should be marked
to remedy this (Awedoba 1990:34; Mann 1969:107). But we should not
overlook the sheer dearth of opportunities for putting literacy skills into
practice. If readers were given the opportunity for massive, regular, longterm exposure to a wide variety of written texts, this might nurture the
cognitive abilities to deduce tone patterns correctly without the help of
tone marks at all, or – in a language like Kabiye where the functional
load of tone is largely weighted towards the grammar – with just a few
strategically placed ones.
These sociological remarks should be borne in mind throughout the
ensuing linguistic discussion: in the current Kabiye context, non-fluent
reading is the norm. And what is an optimal orthography for a fluent
reader is not necessarily so for a struggling one.

3.2. Kabiye orthography development
I will refer to three written representations of Kabiye:
• Standard orthography: this is the authoritative spelling system developed by
the Comité de Langue Nationale Kabiyè (CLNK),4 an organ of the Togolese
Ministry of Education, in the 1980s. The primary entries in the bilingual
dictionary (CLNK & SIL-Togo 1999) are all written in the standard
orthography.5
• Tolerated

orthography: this term refers to certain secondary entries in the
dictionary. They represent dialect variants and are authorized by the
CLNK. They are cross-referenced to the main entry.
• Popular orthography: these are spellings that are not authorized by the
CLNK, but are widespread. Even writers on the committee sometimes
alternate between standard and popular spellings.

In 2012, the Comité de Langue Nationale Kabiyè changed its name to the Académie
Kabiyè. The former name is retained in this paper since it was still being used during the
time covered by this research. The author is not a member of this body.
4

A non-standard orthography that is widely used among Catholics will not be referred
to here, though it has been treated elsewhere (Roberts 2008d). Suffice to say that the
existence of two orthographies in a semi-literate society erects yet another barrier for
non-fluent readers.
5
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None of these orthographic practices marks tone, though the CLNK is
aware that this causes problems in literacy classes and is debating the issue.
The current research was undertaken as a tangible response to a threefold
need they themselves had identified (CLNK 1995:4-5, 16-17):
[S]eeking to address the question of Kabiye tone, we felt that, in view of
the enormous difficulties encountered when reading Kabiye, we should
… continue to collect tonal minimal pairs … placing them in a corpus of
sentences … and that the results of this research should be tested in schools,
so that we can draw conclusions.6

This citation exactly corresponds to the three parts of the research
methodology that follows – the creation of a homograph corpus, its
application in a frequency and distribution analysis in natural contexts,
and an analysis of oral reading performance.
Orthographic data is cited between <chevrons> and refers to the
standard orthography unless otherwise stated. Phonemic data is cited
between /forward slashes/. Phonetic data is cited between [square
brackets]. In the phonemic and phonetic transcripts, high tone (H) is
marked with an acute accent, and low tone (L) with absence of an accent.
Non-automatic downstep is marked with a superscript descending arrow
[↓].

3.3. Kabiye grapheme-phoneme correspondences
Kabiye is an SVO language with ten noun classes (Lébikaza 1999:366-370)
and vowel harmony (Lébikaza 1999:65-69). It has 18 consonant phonemes
/p, f, t, ʈ, s, t͡ʃ, k, k͡p, d, z, l, y,7 w, h, m, n, ɲ, ŋ/. The obstruent phonemes
/p, f, t͡ʃ, k, k͡p/ are represented in the standard orthography either by the
voiceless series <p, f, c, k, kp>, or by the voiced series <b, v, j, g, gb>,
depending on various conditioning factors that are beyond the scope of this
article (Lébikaza 1999:135-140). As for the phoneme /ɲ/, it is represented
by the grapheme <ñ>.
There are nine short vowel phonemes: /i, e, ɪ, ɛ, a, u, o, ʊ, ɔ/. The
6

My translation of the French original.

Following the Africanist tradition, I represent the palatal approximant as /y/ rather
than /j/.
7
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phonemes /ɪ, ʊ/ are represented respectively by the graphemes <ɩ, ʋ>.
There is phonemic contrast between short, long and extra-long vowels.
Long vowels are written as a sequence of two letters (<aa, ee> etc.), and
extra-long vowels as a sequence of three (<aaa, eee> etc.). There is also a
series of five long back unrounded vowels /ɯ̘ɯ,̘ ɯ̙ɯ,̙ ɤɤ, ʌʌ, ɑɑ/ that are
written respectively as <iɣ, ɩɣ, eɣ, ɛɣ, aɣ>.
Kabiye has two discrete level tones, high (H) and low (L) (Lébikaza
1999:183), and automatic and non-automatic downstep (i.e. the lowering
of tonal register following a L tone or a floating L tone, respectively).
Numerous tonal processes occur within words and when words are placed
in context. The tone bearing unit (TBU) is the mora (Lébikaza 1999:
170, 267), which in orthographic practice means that all vowels, and
all preconsonantal and word final nasals are capable of bearing accents.
Contour tones are not licensed on single TBUs. Tone is not marked in the
standard orthography.

4. Catach’s model of lexical ambiguity
The methodology will be articulated with the help of a model of lexical
ambiguity in French developed by Catach (1984:19), who in turn drew
inspiration from Camion (1965). Catach’s model (Figure 1) is based on
the simple premise that every orthographic word has a written form, a
spoken form8 and a meaning. To establish the relationship between these
parameters in any pair of Kabiye words we proceed from left to right
across Figure 1. The first three columns, headed Writing, Speech and
Meaning (WSM), show the relationships between different pairs of words
by means of a branch structure, each level of which requires a binary
response, either yes (=) or no (≠). The second three columns, also headed
Writing, Speech and Meaning, provide corresponding Kabiye examples and
English glosses.

Here and elsewhere, I use the terms “spoken form” and “speech” to refer to the
phonological form, which includes only systematic and dialect variation, rather than the
phonetic form, which includes contextual and individual variation.

8
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Figure 1. Writing, speech and meaning: different kinds of lexical ambiguity in the
Kabiye orthography.

This is how to read Figure 1:
• Column

1, headed “Writing,” asks whether the two words share the same
spelling. In the corresponding column 4, the Kabiye examples 1 – 4 answer
yes (=) while 5 – 8 answer no (≠).
• Column

2, headed “Speech,” asks whether or not the two words share the
same pronunciation. In the corresponding column 5, the Kabiye examples
1, 2, 5 and 6 answer yes (=) while 3, 4, 7 and 8 answer no (≠).
• Column

3, headed “Meaning,” asks whether or not the two words share the
same meaning. In the corresponding column 6, the Kabiye examples 1, 3, 5
and 7 answer yes (=) while 2, 4, 6 and 8 answer no (≠).

The binary choices – Yes and No – applied to the three parameters –
Writing, Speech and Meaning – generate a total of eight (2 x 2 x 2) types
of ambiguity and non-ambiguity, which I will call WSM relationships.
The right-hand column numbers these and lists their commonly known
linguistic labels.
This analysis enables us to establish, among all the possible WSM
relationships, those that are relevant to the question of tone orthography,
and among those that are relevant, to what extent.
Obviously, of the eight possibilities, we can immediately exclude the
first (WSM1), because it is a single, unambiguous word, but not before
remarking in passing that the majority of Kabiye words fit this description,
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so exhaustive tone marking would clearly be overkill. In addition to this,
phonetic variants (WSM3) are of no interest, partly because they have a
single meaning and partly because the tonal level is not involved in such
alternations in Kabiye; tone remains remarkably stable across dialects. It
may be important to take this relationship into account in other languages.
As far as graphic variants are concerned (WSM5), they do not concern us
either, because the Kabiye standard orthography does not contain any of
these.
Graphophonetic variants (WSM7) are of interest. There are two
scenarios, both linked to the need to cater for dialect variants. There are
certain cases where the CLNK tolerates a non-standard spelling, and other
cases where a popular spelling has become widespread. Either way, these
may generate more homographs than would be the case if there were a
single standard.9
A certain subset of heterophonic homographs (WSM4), which in
this study always refers to tonal minimal pairs, is at the heart of the
quest. However, the analysis will not ignore homographic homophones
(WSM2), because they too can inhibit comprehension, even though
they are pronounced identically. And, given that the framework for this
methodology is the linguistics of writing rather than phonology, there is no
particular reason to include one kind of homograph and exclude the other.
Two WSM relationships are of interest insofar as they describe
words that are completely unambiguous. Firstly, there are heterophonic
heterophones, which of course are two different words (WSM8). Secondly,
there are heterographic homophones (WSM6). These exist to remove
ambiguity in writing without affecting speech.
I will also refer to two concepts that Catach does not use. Relative
ambiguities refer to homographs that are ambiguous in isolation, but lose
their ambiguity once the syntactic and semantic context is taken into
account. Absolute ambiguities, on the other hand, refer to homographs the
meanings of which are not discernable even with the help of context. The
latter are extremely rare in naturally generated Kabiye texts. Nevertheless,
relative ambiguities – especially if several converge on one sentence – are
not to be overlooked, especially in a literacy context where non-fluent
As Catach (1984:19) points out, synonyms can also be placed at this point in the
model, because, just like graphophonetic variants, they have different written and oral
forms but one and the same meaning.
9
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reading is so common (cf. Essien 1977:162). Ability to distinguish between
relative and absolute ambiguities depends partly on the researcher’s
imagination, and his or her knowledge of the language. But this approach
will always be limited by subjectivity. Stronger, more objective proof
comes from tracking what actually takes place in the classroom by means
of error analysis.

5. Building the homograph corpus: inclusion and exclusion
The homograph corpus is stored in Toolbox,10 an integrated language data
management and analysis program, and contains 1,205 entries.11 All the
entries were extracted from the dictionary (CLNK & SIL-Togo 1999) and
checked orally with a trained L1 speaker who reads Kabiye fluently. This
section examines three criteria – semantic, morphemic and dialectal – on
the basis of which words, roots and affixes were included in or excluded
from the homograph corpus.

5.1. The semantic criterion
The first criterion for deciding whether an orthographic form merits a
place in the homograph corpus is semantic. Any two lexemes that have a
semantic link are polysemic rather than homographic, but it is not always
easy to know whether such a link exists. Since this research was not
primarily a semantic analysis, it was necessary to avoid any digressions
in this direction. So where possible, the homograph corpus maintains the
hierarchical structure of the dictionary (CLNK & SIL-Togo 1999:xv), but
this did not prove possible in all cases. There are three scenarios.
Firstly, when the compilers of the dictionary considered that two
identical graphic forms are not linked semantically, they listed them as
two separate entries. In turn, they were included in the homograph corpus.
They may be heterophonic homographs (i.e. tonal minimal pairs, WSM4),
Toolbox (http://www-01.sil.org/computing/catalog/show_software.asp?id=79
accessed 29 August 2015) has been superseded by Flex (http://www.sil.org/resources/
software_fonts/flex accessed 29 August 2015).

10

The homograph corpus can be downloaded at http://www.nyiniyu.com/?en_phdthesis,10 (accessed 29 August 2015).

11
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for example (1–4). In all the following examples, the right-hand column
indicates whether or not the item was included in the homograph corpus.
1
<ɛgbɛyɛ>
		
		
		
2
<kpaaŋ>
		
		
		
3
<ɖɔɖɩɩ>
		
		
		
4
<ɛlɛ>
		
		
		

[ɛɡ͡b�-yɛ]
small spear12
N-cl4		
[ɛɡ͡bɛ-yɛ]
cooperative
N-cl4		
[k͡páá-ŋ́]
porch
N-cl2		
[k͡paa-ŋ]
madness
N-cl2		
[ʈɔ́ɖɪ́ɪ]́
scrawny
ADB		
[ʈɔɖɪɪ]
sticky
ADB		
[ɛl�]
but
CNJ		
[�l�]
he, she
ABScl1

included
included
included
included
included
included
included
included

Or they may be homophonic homographs (WSM2), for example (5–6):
5
<kɛʋ>
		
		
		
6
<habɩyɛ>
		
		
		

[k�-ʊ́]
to turn
turn-INF		
[k�-ʊ́]
to trim
trim-INF		
[hábɪ́-y�]
road
N-cl4		
[hábɪ́-y�]
type of traditional dance
N-cl4		

included
included
included
included

Secondly, when the compilers of the dictionary considered that one lexeme
(WSM1) can have several meanings, and that the semantic link between
them is close, they grouped them under a single entry with the numbering
1, 2, 3... In these cases, I followed the dictionary’s lead without further
investigation, and excluded them from the homograph corpus, for example
(7):13
12
13

The glosses of the original homograph corpus are in French.

The secondary definitions were also excluded for reasons of space. Likewise, the ho-
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7
<catʋʋ>
[t͡ʃatʊ́-ʊ]
		
sift-INF
			
			
			

1. to sift
2. to seep
3. to refine
4. to extract
5. to proliferate

excluded
excluded
excluded
excluded
excluded

If the compilers of the dictionary considered that there is a semantic link
between several meanings, but not a close one, the different meanings
were listed under the letters A, B, C... Sometimes the link is clear, and
it is obviously a single word (WSM1). In cases like these, I followed the
dictionary’s lead, and excluded them from the homograph corpus, for
example (8):
8
<ɖozuu>
		

[ʈoz-úu]
dream-INF

A. to dream
B. to have an ambition

excluded
excluded

But sometimes the link is not as clear. In such cases, two trained mothertongue research assistants discussed each case individually in my absence
to see if a semantic link was really identifiable and reported back to me. If
there was a link, the homograph corpus excludes it, because it is a single
word (WSM1). If not, the homograph corpus cites both of them separately,
because they are homophonic homographs (WSM2), for example (9–10):
9
<kpaʋ>
		
10
<kpaʋ>
		

[k͡pá-ʊ]
A. to catch
catch-INF		
[k͡pá-ʊ]
B. to go up
go_up-INF		

included
included

This process revealed that some of the verbs that the dictionary lists as a
single infinitive (homophonic homographs, WSM2) are pronounced with
two different tone patterns in the imperative (heterophonic homographs,
i.e. tonal minimal pairs, WSM4), which is definitive proof that they are two
separate lexemes (11‒12):

mograph corpus often shortens the dictionary’s detailed definitions. For example, one of
the definitions of the lexeme <kadaɣ> in the dictionary is: « poudre obtenue avec l’écorce
de la gousse du fruit de néré, employée comme enduit protecteur pour les murs et le sol. » In
the homograph corpus, the entry simply reads « espèce de poudre ».
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11 <huyuu>
		
12 <huyuu>
		

[huyú-u]
to hurry
included
hurry-INF			
[huyú-u]
to dig
included
dig-INF			

([húyí-∅]
hurry-IMP
([huyi-∅]
dig-IMP
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hurry!)
dig!)

5.2. The morphemic criterion
The second criterion for deciding whether a particular orthographic
form should be included in the homograph corpus is that of morphology.
Each pair of verbal homographs generates a multitude of secondary
homographs, once combined with different combinations of 17 subject
pronouns, 14 object pronouns, 8 modal prefixes, 10 aspectual suffixes and
various auxiliaries. That is why, contrary to the dictionary, I chose to cite
only the verb root in the homograph corpus, even though it is meaningless
when pronounced in isolation, for example (13–16):
13 <kat>		
14 <katʋʋ>
		
		
		

15 <mankatɩɣ>
		
		
		
16 <ŋŋkataa>
		
		
		

meet
dare
[kátʊ-ʊ]
to meet
meet-INF		
[katʊ́-ʊ]
to dare
dare-INF		

[man-gátɯ̙-ɯ̙]
I meet
SP1sg-meet-IPR		
[man-gátɯ̙-́ ɯ̙]́
I dare
SP1sg-RAD-IPR		
[ŋ-ŋ-gáta-a]
You had met
SP2sg-DIS-meet-PRF		
[ŋ-ŋ-gatá-a]
You had dared
SP2sg-DIS-dare-PRF

included
included
excluded
excluded
excluded
excluded
excluded
excluded

As for homographic affixes, these also generate a multitude of secondary
homographs. For example, several pairs of subject pronouns are
homographs, each of which can occur in combination with any of the
1,129 verbs in the dictionary. But the homograph corpus only cites the
prefix, even though it is meaningless when pronounced in isolation, for
example (17‒18):
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17 <ɖɩ>		
		
		
18 <ɖɩyɔɔdaa>
		
		
		

[ʈɪ]we
SP1pl		
[ʈɪ]he ~ she
SPcl4		
[ʈɪ-yɔɔda-á]
we spoke
SP1pl-speak-PRF		
[ʈɪ-yɔɔda-á]
he ~ she ~ it spoke
SPcl4-speak-PRF		

included
included
excluded
excluded

The homograph corpus applies the same principle to homographic modal
prefixes. For example (19‒20):
19 <tɩɩ>		
		
		
		
		
20 <tɩɩyɔɔdʋʋ>
		
		
		
		
		

[tɪ́ɪ]́ habitually
HAB		
[tɪ́ɪ]in spite of
ADV		
[tɪ́ɪ]́ meanwhile
EXP		
[tɪ́ɪ-́ yɔ́ɔd
́ ʊ-ʊ]
(he) usually speaks14
HAB-speak-IPR
[tɪ́ɪ-́ yɔɔdʊ-ʊ́]
(he) speaks in spite of
ADV-speak-IPR		
[tɪ́ɪ-́ yɔ́ɔd
́ ʊ́-ʊ́]
(he) speaks meanwhile
EXP-speak-IPR

included
included
included
excluded
excluded
excluded

The homograph corpus follows the principle of only citing the morpheme
or the root that represents the real source of ambiguity, not the multitude
of words which this can generate. However, there are two exceptions to
this principle.
Firstly, the existence of several homographic suffixes generates some
transgrammatical homographs (that is, homographs that do not share the
same grammatical category), and the relative rarity of this phenomenon
permits inclusion of each example in the homograph corpus in addition to
the suffix in question (21‒24):
21 -<aa>
		
		
		
14
15

[-áa]
nominal suffix
-cl2		
[a-a]15
verbal suffix
-PRF		

included
included

Here and elsewhere, I add an actor in parentheses to give meaning to the gloss.

The tone of the perfective suffix depends on the tone class of the verb in question.
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22 <holaa>
		
		
		
23 -<aɣ>
		
		
		
24 <hazaɣ>
		
		
		

[hol-áa]
mice
N-cl2		
[holá-a]
(he) shouted loudly
shout-PRF		
[-ɑɑ]16
nominal suffix
-cl5		
[ɑ-ɑ]17
verbal suffix
-IPA		
[haz-ɑ́ɑ]
shoulder
N-cl5		
[hazɑ-ɑ́]
(he) was sweeping
sweep-IPA
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included
included
included
included
included
included

Secondly, the homograph corpus includes other nouns that are
homographic with relation to conjugated verbs. In these cases, too, both
are cited (25‒27):
25 <ɖɩsɩ>
		
		
		
26 <kɔkɔwa>
		
		
		
27 <ŋñáŋ>
		
		
		

[ʈɪ́-sɪ]18
houses
N-cl6		
[ʈɪ́-sɪ́-∅]
(and) we knew
SP1pl-know-AOR		
[kɔ́kɔ́-wa]
fishing rod
N-cl5		
[kɔ-kɔw-á]
he trimmed
SPcl5-trim-PRF		
[ŋɲá-ŋ]
antelopes
N-cl4		
[ŋ-ɲá-ŋ]
you (s) obey
SP2sg-obey-IPR		

included
included
included
included
included
included

Thirdly, there are cases where there is a morphemic mismatch between
two verb conjugations (28‒31):

16

The tone of the suffix varies depending on the noun to which it is attached.

The tone of the imperfective past suffix depends on the tone class of the verb in
question.

17

The CLNK has recently changed the spelling of the singular and plural forms of this
word to <ɖɛɣa, dɛsɩ> house(s) in order to disambiguate the plural (Académie kabiyè
2012:7).
18
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28 <ɖɩsɩ>
		
		
		
29 <sisiɣ>
		
		
		
30 <tayaa>
		
		
		
31 <taaɖɩ>
		
		
		

[ʈɪ́sɪ-∅]
let (him) taste!
let_taste-IMP		
[ʈɪ́-sɪ́-∅]
(and) we knew
SP1pl-know-AOR		
[sís-ɯ̙ɯ]̙
(he) sobs
sob-IPR		
[sí-sɯ̙-́ ɯ̙]
(and) they fixed
SPcl6-fix-IPR		
[tay-aá]
(he) shared
share-PRF		
[ta-yá-a]
(he) did not call
NEG-call-PRF		
[taaɖɪ-∅]
stick!
stick-IMP		
[taa-ɖɪ́]
do not attach!
NEG-attach-IMP		

included
included
included
included
included
included
included
included

The same phenomenon of morphemic mismatch occurs, albeit much less
frequently, between nominal singulars and plurals (32):
32 <tanaŋ>
		
		
		

[tanaŋ-∅]
morning
N-cl3		
[taná-ŋ]
jokes
N-cl4		

included
included

The morphemic criterion is particularly relevant with regard to tonal
inflexion in the verb system, because it generates ambiguities that are
among the most frequent and disruptive in natural contexts. Figure 2
illustrates the point. It shows the relationship between three verb roots
with different segmental structures (CVb, CVk and CVw) and different
tone classes (H and L). Data is written in standard orthography, with
the addition of acute accents to represent H tones in order to distinguish
between homophonic homographs (WSM2) and heterophonic homographs
(i.e. tonal minimal pairs, WSM4). The columns present the verb roots,
while the rows present the conjugations. The ambiguities can be due to the
grammar, the lexicon, or a combination of both.
A vertical study of each column in Figure 2 shows the homographs
produced by two conjugations of a single verb. They are generated by
grammatical tone, and are circled. Sometimes they are homophones
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Figure 2. WSM relationships between four monosyllabic roots in the standard
orthography.

(WSM2), sometimes they are heterophones (i.e. tonal minimal pairs,
WSM4). In fact, it is the TAM suffix that generates this homography, and
this suffix can be applied to multiple verbs. That is why the homograph
corpus cites only the suffix itself. For example (33‒34):
33 -<ʋ>
		
		
		
34 <yabʋ>
		
		
		

[-ʊ]
verbal suffix
-INF		
[-ʊ]
verbal suffix
-DP		
[yáb-ʊ]
to buy
buy-INF		
[yáb-ʊ]
(as he) bought
buy-DP		

included
included
excluded
excluded

A horizontal study of Figure 2 reveals several homographs within one
single conjugation. These are generated by lexical tone and are linked by
solid arrowed lines. Sometimes they are homophones (WSM2), sometimes
they are heterophones (i.e. tonal minimal pairs, WSM4). The homograph
corpus includes them. For example (35‒36):
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35 <yakɩ>
		
		
		
36 <yawaɣ>
		
		
		

[yá-kɪ]
(he) buys
buy-IPR		
[yá-kɪ]
(he) takes aim
take_aim-IPR		
[yawɑ-ɑ́]
(he) was calling
call-IPA		
[yáwɑ-ɑ]
(he) was bursting
burst-IPA		

included
included
included
included

And finally, Figure 2 presents several homographs that share neither the
same column nor the same line, joined by dotted arrowed lines. These
homographs are generated by the interface between grammatical tone
and lexical tone. As before, the result is sometimes homophonic (WSM2),
sometimes heterophonic (i.e. tonal minimal pairs, WSM4). The homograph
corpus includes them all, for example (37‒38):
37 <ya>
		
		
		
38 <yaɣ>
		
		
		

[yá-∅]
burst !
burst-IMP		
[yá-∅]
(and he) bought
buy-AOR		
[yɑ́-ɑ]
(he) took aim (+ complement)
take-aim-BP		
[yɑ́-ɑ]
(he) calls
call-IPR		

included
included
included
included

5.3. The dialect criterion
The third and final criterion for deciding whether an orthographic form
merits a place in the homograph corpus is that of dialectal variants. This
criterion concerns graphophonetic variants (WSM7), i.e. two orthographic
forms which are graphically and phonetically dissimilar, but which have
a single meaning. In the standard Kabiye orthography they are numerous,
because the CLNK decided to tolerate, in addition to the standard, some
spellings that represent dialect variants. For example, the dictionary cites
no less than four graphophonetic variants for the Kabiye word for knife:
a standard spelling and three tolerated spellings. This decision had the
unforeseen secondary effect of generating homographs elsewhere. The
homograph corpus includes such cases. For example (39‒42):
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39 <sɩɣa>
		
40 <sɛɣ>
		
		
		
41 <s�wa>
		
		
		
42 <saɣ>
		
		
		

[sɯ̘-́ ɯ́á̘ ]
knife
standard
N-cl5			
[sʌ́-ʌ́]
knife
tolerated
N-cl5			
[sʌ́-ʌ́]
(he) greets
standard
greet-IPR			
[s�-wá]
knife
tolerated
N-cl5			
[sɛw-á]
(he) greeted
standard
greet-PRF			
[sɑ́-ɑ́]
knife
tolerated
N-cl5			
[sɑ́-ɑ]
(he) stirs
standard
stir-IPR			
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excluded
included
included
included
included
included
included

I have reviewed the semantic, morphemic and dialectal criteria for
deciding whether or not an affix, root or whole word deserves a place in
the homograph corpus. The resulting list might give the impression that
Kabiye has a very high functional load of tone and that a real problem is
afoot for readers. But this conjecture can only be confirmed by applying
the homograph corpus to the second and third stage of the methodology.

6. Applying

the homograph corpus: pronominal, negative and
immediative prefixes
6.1. Ambiguity in whole words
One striking feature of the homograph corpus is that, in most cases, it
lists only roots and affixes, not combinations of these in whole words.
This decision was motivated by the simple desire to keep the list to a
manageable size. But whole word recognition and contextual cues play a
major role in reading, and of course the contribution of both can only be
evaluated by looking at words and sentences rather than morphemes. With
this in mind, I will apply the homograph corpus to an analysis of frequency
and distribution in naturally generated contexts, and an analysis of oral
reading errors. The following sections explore these in turn, tracing whole
word and sentence level ambiguities generated by pronominal, negative
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and immediative homographic prefixes. As a starting point, this is how
they appear in the homograph corpus (43‒45):
43 <tɩ ~ ti>
		
44 <tɩ ~ ti>
		
45 <tɩ ~ ti>
		

[tɪ ~ ti]19
SPcl9
[tɪ ~ ti]
NEG
[tɪ ~ ti]
IMM

he ~ she ~ it
not
immediately

Two remarks are in order, which I will illustrate with the negative prefix
(44). Firstly, from a morphological perspective, the negative prefix
can only appear in conjunction with the aorist TAM suffix to express a
negative perfective meaning (46), or with the imperfective present TAM
suffix to express a negative imperfective past meaning (47). To obtain a
negative imperfective present meaning or a negative imperative meaning,
completely different negative prefixes are used that have nothing to do
with our discussion.
46 <sɩtɩtʋlɩ>
		
47 <sɩtɩtʋláɣ>
		

[sɪ-tɪ-tʊlɪ́-∅]
SP6-NEG-open-PRF
[sɪ-tɪ-tʊlɑ́-ɑ]
SP6-NEG-open-IPF

they did not open
they were not opening

Secondly, from a phonological perspective, the standard orthography
writes this negative prefix as <tɩ> only before roots containing the
vowels <a, ɩ> and with other vowels elsewhere according to the rules
of vowel harmony (CLNK & SIL-Togo 1999:406). Examples 48‒56 show
the full allograph paradigm. Note that it is only examples 55–56 that are
heterophonic homographs (i.e. tonal minimal pairs, WSM4) with respect to
the immediative aorist.

The ATR quality of the prefix vowel depends on that of the root according to the rules
of vowel harmony.

19
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The negative perfective prefix: Standard orthography
Prefix Root writing
speech
48 <te> <i> <etehili> [e-de-híli-∅]
49 <te> <e> <etewelesi> [e-de-welesí-∅]
50 <to> <u> <etotuli> [e-do-túli-∅]
51 <to> <o> <etoɖozi> [e-do-ʈózi-∅]
52 <tɛ> <ɛ> <ɛtɛcɛlɩ> [ɛ-dɛ-t͡ʃɛlɪ́-∅]
53 <tɔ> <ɔ> <ɛtɔtɔlɩ>
[ɛ-dɔ-tɔlɪ́-∅]
54 <tʋ> <ʋ> <ɛtʋtʋlɩ> [ɛ-dʊ-tʊlɪ́-∅]
				
SPcl1-NEG-RAD-PRF
55 <tɩ> <ɩ> <ɛtɩcɩyɩ> [ɛ-dɪ-t͡ʃɪyɪ́-∅] ~
				
[ɛ-dɪ́-↓t͡ʃɪ́yɪ́-∅]
					
56 <tɩ> <a> <ɛtɩñamsɩ> [ɛ-dɪ-ɲamsɪ́-∅] ~
				
[�-dɪ́-ɲamsɪ́-∅]
					
				
SPcl1-NEG-RAD-PRF ~
				
SPcl1-IMM-RAD-PRF
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meaning
He did not cook
He did not listen
He did not gather
He did not dream
He did not give back
He did not fall
He did not open
He did not tear ~
(and) he immediately
tore20
He did not shake ~
(and) he immediately
shook

These two remarks – one morphological, the other phonological – are
important because they illustrate a general principle: the listing of isolated
prefixes, roots and suffixes in the homograph corpus carries no assumption
that all elements may appear with all others.
To complete the picture, a widespread popular orthography applies
the <tɩ~ti> spelling to verb roots containing vowels other than <ɩ, a>,
as writers are spontaneously influenced by their own dialects. These are
graphophonetic variants (WSM7) of the standard orthography. In all cases
they are ambiguous with respect to the immediative aorist (57‒63).
The negative perfective prefix: Popular orthography
Prefix Root Writing
Speech
Meaning
57 <ti> <i> <etihili> [e-di-híli-∅] ~
He did not cook ~ (and)
				
[é-dí-↓hílí-∅]	he immediately cooked
58 <ti> <e> <etiwelesi> [e-di-welesí-∅] ~
He did not listen ~ (and)
				
[é-dí-welesí-∅]	he immediately listened
59 <ti> <u><etituli> [e-di-túli-∅] ~
He did not gather ~ (and)
				
[é-dí-↓túlí-∅]	he immediately gathered
It is difficult to provide an accurate translation of the aorist without preceding
context. Here and elsewhere, I add and in parentheses to signal its consecutive nature.
20
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60 <ti> <o><etiɖozi>
				
61 <tɩ> <ɛ> <ɛtɩcɛlɩ>
				
62 <tɩ> <ɔ> <ɛtɩtɔlɩ>
				
63 <tɩ> <ʋ><ɛtɩtʋlɩ>
				
				
				

[e-di-ʈózi-∅] ~
He did not dream ~ (and)
[e-dí-↓ʈózí-∅]	he immediately dreamed
[ɛ-dɪ-t͡ʃɛlɪ́-∅] ~
He did not give back ~
[�-dɪ́-↓t͡ʃ�lɪ́-∅]	(and) he immediately gave
back
[ɛ-dɪ-tɔ́lɪ-∅] ~
He did not fall ~ (and) he
[�-dɪ́-↓tɔ́lɪ́-∅]	immediately fell
[ɛ-dɪ-tʊlɪ́-∅] ~
He did not open ~ (and)
[ɛ-dɪ́-↓tʊ́lɪ́-∅]	he immediately opened
SPcl1-NEG-RAD-PRF ~
SPcl1-IMM-RAD-PRF

It is by examining word level ambiguity that the researcher gradually
builds up knowledge of which elements can be placed in combination with
each other, and recognizes these forms when it comes to the frequency and
distribution analysis and the oral reading error analysis, to which we turn
now.

6.2. Frequency and distribution analysis
The literature corpus, like the homograph corpus, was stored in Toolbox.
It contained a total of 142,483 words, and 18,961 distinct word forms.
It consisted of authentic texts from a variety of genres (narrative 59%,
pedagogical 34%, correspondence 3%, proverbs 3%, poetry 1%) and
themes (religion 39%, culture 20%, miscellaneous 16%, agriculture and
health 14%, politics 7%, mathematics 4%). The texts were written in the
standard orthography with spelling mistakes left uncorrected.
The preliminary step of building a homograph corpus enabled easy
identification of the ambiguous forms (roots, affixes and whole words)
to be targeted in the frequency and distribution analysis. The Toolbox
concordance function can search all the occurrences of any sequence,
displaying the context to the left, the target, and the context to the right.
Three mother-tongue research assistants then studied the lists generated
in order to determine the meaning of each homograph on the basis of
its context. The results permitted a calculation of the distribution of
the various meanings of each homograph as a percentage of the total
frequency.
Let us investigate one of the sentences generated by a concordance
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search of the sequence <tɩ> (cf. 43–45). It is a sentence from the Kabiye
New Testament (Acts 16:26; ABT 1997) which contains two verb forms
that both begin with this homographic morpheme:
64	<… tɛtʋ tɩñamsɩ siŋŋ nɛ pɩkpɛndɩnɩ salaka kuduyuu nɛ kʋ-nɔnɔsɩ tɩŋa
tɩtʋlɩ yem.>
	[t�↓tʊ́ tɪ ɲ
́ amsɪ ́ síŋ́ŋ́ n� pɪk͡p�ńdɪnɪ sáláka kudúyúú n� kʊ-nɔnɔ́↓sɪ ́ tɪ ↓́ ŋá
↓
tɪ́ tʊ́lɪ́ yéḿ]
	earth-cl9 IMM-shake-AOR ADV CNJ SP0-associate-AOR prison-cl5 roomcl3 CNJ POScl3-doors-cl6 all IMM-open-PRF ADV
Suddenly, there was a violent earthquake and at the same time all the prison
doors immediately flew open.

Clearly, St Luke wants to communicate the immediacy of the two actions,
an interpretation reinforced by the presence of the adverbs <siŋŋ>
really and <yem> just. Nevertheless, the sentence contains two relative
ambiguities – the immediative aorist (65, 67) or the negative perfective
(66, 68) – that may pose problems for readers, especially non-fluent ones:
65 <Tɛtʋ tɩñamsɩ.> (standard) [t�↓tʊ́ tɪ́ɲamsɪ́]	The ground immediately
shook.
66 <Tɛtʋ tɩñamsɩ.> (standard) [t�tʊ tɪɲaḿsɪ] The ground did not shake.
67 <Nɔnɔsɩ tɩtʋlɩ.> (standard) [nɔnɔ↓sɪ́ tɪ́↓tʋ́lɪ́]	The doors immediately
opened.
68 <Nɔnɔsɩ tɩtʋlɩ.> (popular) [nɔnɔ́sɪ tɪtʊlɪ́] The doors did not open.

In addition, the homographic morpheme <tɩ ~ ti> may also be
interpreted as being the class 9 subject pronoun (cf. 43). In principle, the
preceding context will eliminate this potential ambiguity, since subject
pronouns always have an anaphoric reference. But in this sentence the first
word, <tɛtʋ> earth, is indeed a class 9 noun. A non-skilled reader, having
encountered this, might easily interpret the following morpheme as being
a class 9 prefix, even though the syntactic context does not actually permit
the direct juxtaposition of a noun with its corresponding pronoun.
Table 1 summarizes the frequency and distribution of the different
meanings of the homographic morpheme <tɩ ~ ti>- in the literature
corpus:
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Table 1. Frequency and distribution of the homographic prefix <tɩ ~ ti>- in the
literature corpus
Morpheme
Class 9 Subject pronoun
Negative perfective
Negative perfective
Immediative aorist
Negative imperfective past

Orthography

Raw count

Percentage (%)

Standard
Standard
Popular
Standard
Standard

184
88
69
54
1

46.5
22.2
17.4
13.6
0.3

396

100

Total

Table 1 shows that the class 9 subject pronoun accounts for almost half of
the occurrences of the prefix <tɩ ~ ti> in the literature corpus, though
it should also be noted that it is actually one of the least frequent subject
pronouns, representing only 0.92% of all subject pronouns (By way of
contrast, the singular human noun class accounts for 31.15%).
The frequency of the standard orthography negative perfective prefix,
already quite high, is greatly augmented by the widespread popular
orthography (57–63). Together, they represent almost 40% of occurrences
of the prefix <tɩ ~ ti> in the literature corpus.21 The immediative aorist,
in contrast, is much less frequent, and the negative imperfective past is
extremely rare: there is only one example in the entire literature corpus.
Finally, if a verb root begins with the sequence <tɩ ~ ti>, there is the
possibility that the reader will incorrectly identify it as a prefix. These
cases of morphemic mismatch were not included in the frequency and
distribution analysis, but they have potential for disturbing fluent reading
(69–72), and were interesting enough to warrant a separate article (Roberts
2010b).
69 <tɩyaa>
		
70 <tɩyaa>
		
71 <tisuu>
		
72 <tisuu>
		

[tɪ́ya-a]
consult_charlatan-PRF
[tɪ-ya-á]
SPcl9-call-PRF
[tisú-u]
accept-INF
[ti-sú-u]
SPcl9-fill-IPF

(he) consulted a charlatan
they called
to accept
they fill

Table 1 reports only the negative perfectives that are written <tɩ ~ ti>. The total
frequency of negative perfectives, all allographs combined, is far higher.
21
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The frequency and distribution analysis examines whole word homographs
in natural, sentence level contexts. It makes predictions, based on a
rigorous application of the homograph corpus to the literature corpus,
about where readers are likely to falter. But it is only by entering the
classroom itself that we can verify once and for all where readers are
encountering difficulties. We now turn to the analysis of oral reading errors
to find out what happened.

6.3. Oral reading error analysis
Analysis of oral reading errors is a technique commonly used in the world
of education. It is often single-participant research focusing on children
with learning difficulties (Goodman 1969; Goodman et al. 2005). The
experiment reported here adapted the classic model by targeting multiple
readers, on the assumption that if many readers stumble on the same word,
the source of their difficulties may be ambiguities in the orthography itself.
The experiment was performed with two samples: 16 grade ten
secondary school pupils who had recently chosen written Kabiye as an
optional exam subject, and 19 female volunteer literacy monitors working
with a local NGO.22 The experiment used ten varied texts of 100 words
each, all extracted from the literature corpus. Each participant was
recorded individually reading aloud each text once in standard orthography
with no tone marks added. The test was conducted in Kabiye by a trained
administrator who never interrupted or gave help.
Following the experiment, two trained L1 research assistants added the
following annotations to each text:
- exhaustive phonemic tone marking;
- a word for word translation in French;
- a free translation in French;
- highlighting

of all homographs, using the homograph corpus as a reference
list;
-a
 detailed symbolization of oral reading errors including repetitions,
substitutions, hesitations, omissions, insertions, metathesis and ignoring
punctuation.
I would like to thank M. Tchandikou Garba, headmaster of Lama-Kolidè secondary
school, and Mme Lucie Mozou, director of AFASA (Association des Femmes pour
l’Alphabétisation, la Santé et les Activités génératrices de revenues), for giving the
research team access to their classes.
22
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In addition, the following summary information was added to a separate
version of the text:
- the
 raw error count on each word;
- the
 average number of errors per participant on each word.

The methodology was essentially qualitative. Errors were counted but not
subjected to statistical analysis. Rather, they served to draw the researcher
towards the most interesting points to investigate. Once these were
identified, the analysis required an in-depth knowledge of the homograph
corpus, coupled with a process of discussion with L1 research assistants
to ascertain whether the source of multiple errors lies in orthographic
ambiguity.
Let us explore one example of the results in detail. The homograph
<tɩ ~ ti> occurred three times in the ten texts, twice as the negative
prefix – some results of which have already appeared elsewhere (Roberts
2010b:146) – and once as the class 9 subject pronoun, which I will discuss
in detail here. The text is a piece of prose in praise of the Kabiye language
(Alou 1990). Figure 3 shows the average number of reading errors for the
pupils and the literacy monitors separately on one of the sentences.
The word <tɩpɩsɩ-ŋ> [tɪbɪsɪŋ́] it transforms you attracts among the
highest number of oral reading errors in the sentence. High error counts
are typical of verbs generally in Kabiye, but this is higher than most.
The word begins with the prefix <tɩ> which the homograph corpus
has already tagged as ambiguous (see examples 43‒45). In addition, the
frequency and distribution analysis has shown that the two most common
interpretations of this homograph in natural contexts are the class 9 subject
pronoun prefix and the negative perfective (see Table 1).
Bird (1999b:93) claims that context, especially preceding context,
is often sufficient to help the reader identify the correct meaning of an
ambiguous form. But this sentence demonstrates just how confusing the
preceding context can be. The ambiguity is relative not absolute, but the
error count shows there is still a problem. There is a preceding negative
verb, <taasoki> [taásóki] has not interfered at all, leading the reader
perhaps to anticipate more negation, but there is also a preceding class
9 subject pronoun, <natʋyʋ> [natʊ́yʊ] a certain, warning the reader
to look out for ensuing class 9 agreement markers. In fact it is the latter
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Figure 3. Since you came into being, nothing at all has ever interfered with you
becoming the best.

interpretation that is correct (the proof being that if the initial subject
were to switch class, the prefix <tɩ> would follow suit, whereas if the
prefix were a negative marker it would remain unchanged). But prior to
the experiment, confused discussions between three L1 research assistants
about how to accurately gloss the word <tɩpɩsɩ-ŋ> had already signaled
the difficulties the participants were going to encounter in oral reading.
In the experiment itself, only three participants read the verb
<tɩpɩsɩ-ŋ> correctly with the required LH tone pattern first time. Another
nineteen participants finally managed after between two and four attempts.
But since this word is a homophonic homograph (WSM2) with two possible
interpretations – the aorist (73) and the negative perfective (74) – there
remains a lingering doubt whether they really knew what the word meant.
The word also has two other possible interpretations – a bound perfective
(75) and an immediative aorist (76) – which are heterophonic homographs
(i.e. tonal minimal pairs – WSM4) with the correct form, although
no participants produced either of these. However, in addition, seven
pronunciations were incorrect conjugations of the correct lexeme (e.g. 77);
one was the correct conjugation of an incorrect lexeme (78); three were
incorrect conjugations of an incorrect lexeme (e.g. 79); and five were nonwords (e.g. 80).23
23

The sum of errors in oral reading analysis is often more than the number of
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73 <tɩpɩsɩ-ŋ>
		
74 <tɩpɩsɩ-ŋ>
		
75 <tɩpɩsɩ-ŋ>
		
76 <tɩpɩsɩ-ŋ>
		
77 		
78 		
79 		
80 -

[tɪ-bɪsɪ-∅-ŋ́]
(and) it transformed you
SPcl9-transform-AOR-OP2sg
[tɪ-bɪsɪ-∅-ŋ́]
(it) didn’t transform you
NEG-transform-PRF-OP2sg
[tɪ-bɪsɪ́-∅-ŋ]
it transformed you
SPcl9-transform-BP-OP2sg
[tɪ́-↓bɪ́sɪ́-∅-ŋ]
(it) immediately transformed you
IMM-transform-BP-OP2sg
[tɪ-bɪsa-á]
it transformed
SPcl9-transform-PRF
[tí-bísi-∅-ŋ́]
(and) it soiled you
SPcl9-soil-AOR-OP2sg
[ti-bísɯ̘-ɯ̘-ŋ́]
it soils you
SPcl9-soil-IPF-OP2sg
*[tibisi]
non-word

The final word of the sentence, <nɔɔyɔjaʋ> the best, warrants a postscript.
It is very rare: two experienced research assistants didn’t recognize it at all;
the other wanted to correct the spelling to <nɔɔyɔɔcaɣʋ> [nɔ́ɔ↓́ yɔ́ɔ↓cɑ́ɑʊ
́ ]
lit. opening-on-to-sit. The presence of this infrequent, misspelled word
following an already difficult verb form clearly has a cumulatively
detrimental effect on reading performance.
In summary, the analysis of oral reading errors shows that readers have
difficulty:
- producing

the correct tone patterns on heterophonic homographs (i.e. tonal
minimal pairs, WSM4) in cases of relative, not just absolute, ambiguity;
- recognizing

words that begin with infrequent subject pronoun prefixes;
- producing

correct forms when several ambiguous, morphologically
complex, rare or misspelled words occur adjacent to each other.

6.4. Disambiguating the negative prefix
When considering proposals for disambiguating the pronominal, negative
and immediative prefix <tɩ ~ ti>, the first thing to note is that if learners
were to apply the standard orthography of the negative perfective
systematically, it would cancel out the current “static” of the popular
orthography and greatly reduce the number of ambiguities. The spelling
participants because of readers’ repeated attempts to pronounce the same word.
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<tɩ ~ ti> before root vowels other than <a, ɩ> is a widespread practice,
but officially it is a spelling mistake. Literacy specialists would do well to
pay more attention to this in the preparation of pedagogical materials and
in the classroom.
Secondly, it would be reasonable to target the negative prefix before the
root vowels <a, ɩ> for disambiguation, so that it can never be confused
with the immediative aorist (as the frequency and distribution analysis
demonstrated, example 64) or with the class 9 subject pronoun (as the oral
reading error analysis demonstrated, see figure 3). There are three reasons
why the spelling <ta> might be an appropriate solution:
1. Discussions

during a series of regional orthography stakeholder
consultations (Pidassa & Roberts 2005, 2006, 2008) revealed that L1
speakers perceive /ta/ to be the basic form of the negative prefix;
2. The

dictionary already lists <ta> as the primary entry of the negative
perfective prefix, although – curiously – without admitting it as an
allograph (CLNK & SIL-Togo 1999:406);
3. The

negative prefix is pronounced [ta] in certain dialects and in slow
deliberate speech before roots contains the vowels /a, ɪ/.

The prefix <ta> would be taught as a fixed-image element, and readers
would still be encouraged to pronounce it according to their dialect. This
strategy would disambiguate it from the class 9 subject pronoun and from
the immediative aorist. It would not disambiguate these latter two from
each other, but that is a lesser concern.
This modification was one of ten that were included in a quantitative
classroom experiment to test the principle that it may be effective to
mark grammar rather than tone in some languages where the functional
load of tone is weighted towards the grammar. Five associations involved
in literacy sent a total of 55 delegates. We tested two experimental
Kabiye orthographies against each other in a between groups design: one
representing phonemic tone by means of diacritics; the other representing
grammar by means of various creative strategies. The whole experiment
has been reported elsewhere (Roberts & Walter 2012). Here I focus only on
the negative prefix.
In a standard orthography pre-intervention dictation task, participants
scored only 40% in writing verb phrases containing the negative prefix as
it is stipulated in the standard orthography. The low success rate is at least
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partly due to a liberal application of the popular orthography, which we
considered to be a spelling mistake. In contrast, in the post-intervention
dictation task, almost all the grammar group (96.43%) wrote the negative
verb phrases correctly with the prefix spelled as <ta>, whereas only a
small minority (11.11%) of the tone group succeeded in writing the same
words with the correct diacritics. In a preference questionnaire, 82% of the
grammar group said they were positive about the spelling.
A non-technical French summary of the proposal was published in
the CLNK’s bi-annual journal (Roberts 2008c) and presented to them in
a series of ten proposals at a five-day seminar (Roberts 2010c). Of all the
proposals, this was the one that was received least negatively and did
not provoke a counter-proposal. This is probably because the linguistic
rationale is sound and relatively easy for lay people to understand once
they are presented with the facts. The proposal is also considerably less
radical than most of the others that were presented at the same seminar.
But I was not surprised by the president’s cautious concluding remarks: “We
need a lot of time to think about this: a year or two at least…” In that time
lapse, the CLNK linguistic sub-committee has reported that “the [negative
prefix] proposition is tenable in that the vocalic contrast takes away the
ambiguity”24 (Aritiba et al. 2012). At the time of writing, it remains to be
seen whether their endorsement will turn into a formally adopted spelling
change.

7. Conclusion
Written ambiguity in Kabiye, as in all languages, diminishes roughly
in inverse proportion to the size of the chunk of text being read. Many
isolated morphemes are absolutely ambiguous, as the homograph corpus
shows. Numerous isolated whole words are too, as the frequency and
distribution analysis shows. But when the same whole words are placed
in phrases, the ambiguity often becomes relative, and this is even more
markedly so with sentences and paragraphs. In fact, there are hardly any
absolute ambiguities in written Kabiye once the wider context is taken into
account. Nevertheless, in a semi-literate context, orthography decision24

My translation of the French original.
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makers should be attentive to the needs of non-fluent readers who may be
perturbed by the cumulative effect of numerous relative ambiguities.
I have described the steps taken to develop a homograph corpus with
the application of three criteria: semantic, morphemic and dialectal. The
homograph corpus contains 1,205 entries, against 6,542 in the KabiyeFrench dictionary. But the total number of homographs is incomparably
higher than this, because homographic affixes are so powerful in their
ability to multiply word-level homography. It would need more extensive
research to develop an algorithm for calculating the multitude of possible
homographs in the language.
In any case, the problem of ambiguity becomes acute not because of
the large number of homographs in the dictionary, but because of the
frequency, distribution and function of some of them once placed in
natural written contexts. This being the case, wouldn’t it be better to skip
the stage of developing a homograph corpus and begin research directly
on a large corpus of naturally generated literature, and/or a classroom
experiment to identify errors in oral reading performance? Certainly, either
of these stages can be executed without the existence of a homograph
corpus, especially if the researcher is a mother-tongue speaker. But it is
more advisable to undertake text analysis and an analysis of oral reading
errors with a basic reference list to hand. The sheer process of developing
the homograph corpus provides the researcher with an opportunity to
become familiar with the nature of homography in the language, and
identify their sources. It is thanks to the development of the homograph
corpus that the researcher can tackle the second and third stages of this
method with confidence.25

I would like to thank Bernard Caron and Jacques Nicole for reading and commenting
on a draft of this article, and Alison Cripps for proofreading the final version. This
research also benefitted from comments following its presentation at the Ninth
International Workshop on Writing Systems and Literacy, University of Sussex, 5–6
September 2014. It is based on sections of my PhD thesis (Roberts 2008a). I am also
deeply indebted to my three assistants, Pidassa Emmanuel, Pidassa Jonas and Pakoubètè
Noël, without whose efforts this research would never have been completed.
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Abbreviations
ABS

absolute pronoun

ADV

adversative

ADB

AOR

BP

cl1

adverb
aorist

bound perfective

noun class 1 (and similarly for the other classes)

CLNK

Comité de Langue Nationale Kabiyè (now l’Académie Kabiyè)

DIS

distant

CNJ
DP

EXP
H

HAB

conjunction

descriptive perfective
expectative
high tone
habitual

IMM

immediative

INF

infinitive

IMP
IPA
IPR
L

N

NEG

imperative

imperfective past

imperfective present
low tone
noun

negative

pl

plural

PRF

unbound perfective

POS

possessive pronoun

RAD

radical

sg

singular

SP

subject pronoun

REM

SVO
SP0

WSM

remote

subject-verb-object
neutral subject pronoun

Writing-Speech-Meaning relationship
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